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Agenda

• Welcome Remarks- David Carlson

• Risk financing landscape- Zain Iqbal

• Pre loss opportunities for impacting your Total Cost of 
Risk (TCOR)- Stuart Ziener

• Q&A and Close
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Opening Remarks

David Carlson
US Manufacturing & Automotive Industry Leader
Marsh
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Polling Question 1

Who is best placed to influence the TCOR within your 
organization?
1) CFO
2) HR
3) Risk Management
4) Employees
5) All of the above



A business of Marsh McLennan

Risk Financing Landscape

Zain Iqbal
Senior Vice President
Analytics Solutions, Marsh Advisory, North America
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Polling question 2

Are your senior leaders (Treasurer, CFO, General Counsel, etc.) 
concerned about the recent market increase in premiums and total 
cost of risk?

1) Yes
2) No
3) Do not ask
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Navigating an evolving risk landscape

Building for the Future Requires Structure and Organization …

Speak same language as the business:

1. How much risk is the organization exposed to 
across the portfolio of risks?

2. What is the return on investment of risk 
transfer?

3. How much volatility can the balance sheet 
retain based on company’s risk appetite and 
impact on cost of capital?

Clarity Data Driven 
Analysis

Execution
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Risk financing optimization

Approach

Sources of Funding

Quantify Your Cost of Risk  Understanding Your Risk Appetite Securing Superior Market Results

Quantify Balance Sheet Impact

    

   

     

   

     

KPI Amount 
(m) Weight Low % High %   

Cash & Cash Equivalents 2000 30% 7.0% 12.0%
Cash Flow from Operating Activities 500 30% 2.5% 5.0%
EBITDA 400 20% 2.5% 5.0%
Total Revenue 7500 20% 0.5% 1.0%
RBC Range
RBC Midpoint

 

 

   

  

    

   

     

   

     
     

   

    

 

 55.25 98.50
 

 

 

   

  

76.88

Establish the amount of unexpected loss the balance 
sheet can bear before a material drop in company value

Analyse Data and Map Shock Events

a Cyber
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k 
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ts

Explore Alternative Strategies

Simulate Risk Events

 Risk Event  Average 
loss 

 Median 
Loss 

 1 in 100 
Year Loss 

 1 in 500 
Year Loss 

General Liability 11.9m  2.8m  171.5m  723.8m  

Auto Liability 2.7m  1.2m  20.6m  95.1m  

Workers' Compensation 5.6m  4.9m  17.2m  23.9m  

Property 14.3m  0.5m  248.3m  550.7m  

Cyber 3.9m  0.1m  58.7m  109.2m  

Total Portfolio 38.4m  18.7m  387.4m  912.0m  

Optimize Insurance Portfolio

Property Casualty D&O

Business 
Interruption

Regulatory 
Action
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Pre loss opportunities for 
impacting your TCOR

Stuart Ziener
Vice President, Workforce Strategies, Marsh Advisory Consulting Solutions
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Polling Question 3

What do you focus on most?

1) OSHA Compliance
2) Workers compensation claims
3) Injury / illness data
4) Near misses
5) All of the above
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Calculating the total cost of risk is a systematic process that includes 
such issues as:

– Understanding the cost drivers that affect an organization.

– Understanding the risks that an organization faces.

– Understanding an organization’s goals and strategic initiatives.

– Evaluating and applying the appropriate techniques to protect the assets of an 
organization.

– Measuring and managing the process effectively.

Why the total cost of risk process is important
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The starting point –Total Cost of Risk (TCOR)

Once calculated, businesses can look at specific cost drivers and 
prioritize where improvements or gains in efficiency can be realized.

Over time, TCOR therefore provides a yardstick to assess how a 
company’s risk-related costs are changing relative to the overall growth 
rate of the business. 
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TCOR – OSHA and workers’ compensation

OSHA regulations provide a structured safety framework in which to work by, 
incident rates and claims will indicate how well you are performing.
Indirect costs are several times the direct costs and should be included to 
produce an accurate TCOR.
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BusinessLibertyMutual2023

The magnitude of the challenge for manufacturing
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Marsh Safety Performance Survey  
12 key elements critical to reducing your TCOR 

This is what you are telling us…

700 manufacturing and automotive 
industry peers participated…

 Sr Leadership 73%

 Incident reporting and 
investigation 70%

 Annual Safety Management 
Review 36%

 Employee reporting hazards 40%

 Hazard / risk assessment 40%
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Strains are the leading cause of loss representing 34.4% of total claims 
and 41% of lost time claims

A low priority ?

Only 6.1% of respondents selected ergonomics as a top 1,2 or 3 priority.
This is alarming. As even without picking up a claims run, most risk
professionals know that ergonomic-related claims account for a high
percentage of manufacturers claim costs.

Add remote working to this equation and many do not even have an
aligned ergo program in place.
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Continuous risk improvement 
process DIAGNOSE

• Review claims data
• Safety self-assessments
• Objectives, goals, strategies, metrics (OGSMs)
• Policies, procedures, program review
• Regulatory and operational assessments

DESIGN
• Understand current state and future state
• Develop three-year risk improvement Plan
• Set OGSMs
• Agree on the Plan
• Assign accountability

DELIVER
• Begin implement top priorities from the Plan
• Check-in and assistance
• Reevaluate against expected outcomes
• Adjust the Plan where necessary
• Roll into year two initiatives
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Take the complimentary SPI:
Engage leadership team
Safety committee 
Front-line leadership

Next action
Safety Performance Indx

Only takes nine minutes to complete

Side-by-side comparison

36 key safety system elements

Visual dashboards

Detailed analysis
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A business of Marsh McLennan

This document and any recommendations, analysis, or advice provided by Marsh (collectively, the “Marsh Analysis”) are not intended to be taken as advice regarding any individual situation and should not be relied upon as such. The information 
contained herein is based on sources we believe reliable, but we make no representation or warranty as to its accuracy. Marsh shall have no obligation to update the Marsh Analysis and shall have no liability to you or any other party arising out of 
this publication or any matter contained herein. Any statements concerning actuarial, tax, accounting, or legal matters are based solely on our experience as insurance brokers and risk consultants and are not to be relied upon as actuarial, tax, 
accounting, or legal advice, for which you should consult your own professional advisors. Any modeling, analytics, or projections are subject to inherent uncertainty, and the Marsh Analysis could be materially affected if any underlying assumptions, 
conditions, information, or factors are inaccurate or incomplete or should change. Marsh makes no representation or warranty concerning the application of policy wording or the financial condition or solvency of insurers or reinsurers. Marsh makes 
no assurances regarding the availability, cost, or terms of insurance coverage. Although Marsh may provide advice and recommendations, all decisions regarding the amount, type or terms of coverage are the ultimate responsibility of the insurance 
purchaser, who must decide on the specific coverage that is appropriate to its particular circumstances and financial position.

Copyright © 2023 Marsh USA LLC. All rights reserved.
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